We derive sufficient conditions, perturbation theorems in particular, for nonautonomous evolution equations to possess the property of maximal Lp regularity.
Introduction
Let E 0 and E 1 be Banach spaces such that E 1 is continuously and densely embedded in E 0 . Suppose that J is a nontrivial compact subinterval of R + containing zero, and 1 < p < ∞. Then
and W 1 p,0 J, (E 1 , E 0 ) is the closed linear subspace thereof consisting of all u satisfying u(0) = 0.
Denote by L(E 1 , E 0 ) the Banach space of all bounded linear maps from E 1 into E 0 , and by Lis(E 1 , E 0 ) the set of all isomorphisms therein. Assume that
Then A is said to possess (the property of) maximal L p regularity (on J with respect to (E 1 , E 0 )) if, given any f ∈ L p (J, E 0 ), the initial value probleṁ u + Au = f in J, u(0) = 0 (1.3)
H. Amann has a unique solution u in W 1 p J, (E 1 , E 0 ) . This is the case iff
where ∂ is the distributional derivative. It is known that the assumption of maximal L p regularity puts restrictive conditions on A. In fact, in the autonomous case, that is, if A is independent of t ∈ J, the operator −A generates an analytic semigroup on E 0 if it has the property of maximal L p regularity. Thus maximal regularity is restricted to abstract parabolic evolution equations.
However, maximal regularity is a very useful tool in the study of linear and nonlinear parabolic problems. Indeed, besides of giving optimal results under minimal regularity assumptions on the coefficients of the differential operators (cf. [3] ), in the investigation of nonlinear equations it facilitates the application of linearization techniques based on the implicit function theorem (e.g., [11] ).
In concrete situations it is no easy task to verify that A possesses the property of maximal L p regularity, even if A is constant. Therefore it is important to have at our disposal general theorems which allow to derive the desired property for large classes of operators if it is already known to hold for certain subclasses. In other words, it is important to have general but simple perturbation theorems. It is the purpose of this paper to derive such theorems.
The first general maximal regularity result seems to be due to De Simon [18] in the autonomous case, that is, if A is constant. He showed that A has maximal L p regularity for every p > 1 if −A generates an analytic semigroup on the Hilbert space E 0 . The restriction to Hilbert spaces is essential by a recent result of Kalton and Lancien [15] who proved that if E 0 is not isomorphic to a Hilbert space then there is at least one A not possessing the property of maximal regularity. Consequently, in order to guarantee maximal regularity in the case of Banach spaces one has to impose additional restrictions on the spaces and/or operators. One of the first results of this type is due to Dore and Venni [10] . They showed that A has maximal regularity, provided it possesses bounded imaginary powers and E 0 is a UMD space. (We refer to [1, Section III.4 ] for definitions and a detailed exposition of this result.)
More recently, maximal regularity results attracted much attention. In particular, Weis (see [22] , [23] ) characterized those operators on UMD spaces which possess maximal regularity in terms of R-boundedness. The latter concept -implicitly contained in the work of Bourgain on Fourier multiplier theorems (e.g., [6] ) -has been introduced and investigated by Clément and Prüss [7] . (See [8] for a detailed exposition of the theory of R-boundedness, including a proof of Weis' characterization theorem.)
Our main result is Theorem 7.1. It guarantees, in particular, that A possesses the property of maximal L p regularity if this is true for each constant operator A(τ ) with τ ∈ J, and if τ → A(τ ) is continuous. In addition, it is a perturbation theorem which generalizes all comparable known results of this type (see Remarks 7.1). Its proof, as all the other ones in this paper, is very simple. The main idea is to use property (1.4) and stability results for bounded invertibility, based on Neumann series.
For applications of our main theorem we refer to [3] and [4] . Further use of it will be made in a forthcoming paper where we study quasilinear parabolic problems in maximal regularity settings.
Preliminaries
Let E and F be Banach spaces. Recall that Lis(E, F ) is open in L(E, F ). More precisely, given A ∈ Lis(E, F ), it follows that A + B ∈ Lis(E, F ) and
Moreover, the inversion
is smooth. We set Laut(E) := Lis(E, E).
A map R ∈ L(E, F ) is said to be a retraction from E onto F if there exists a continuous right inverse, a coretraction, for R.
We write E → F if E is continuously injected in F , that is, E is a linear subspace of F and the natural injection
We denote by H(F ) the set of closed and densely defined linear operators A in F such that −A generates a strongly continuous analytic semigroup, { e −tA ; t ≥ 0 },
the trace map at t = τ , is well-defined by u → u(τ ) for τ ∈ I. In fact, it follows from [1, Proposition III. 4.10.3] that it is a retraction. Indeed, fix any
is a coretraction for γ τ .
Elementary properties
For T > 0 we put J T := [0, T ]. Then we
• fix T > 0 and put J := J T .
Henceforth, given a map A : J → L(E 1 , E 0 ), we identify it with the linear map u → Au, defined by (Au)(t) := A(t)u(t) for t ∈ J and u :
is always to be understood in this sense. Let (3.1) be satisfied and consider the Cauchy probleṁ
2) (in the point-wise sense a.e. or, equivalently, in the distributional sense). Note that, thanks to (2.5), the initial condition has a well-defined meaning.
We denote by
the set of all A satisfying (3.1) and having the property of maximal L p regularity on J with respect to (E 1 , E 0 ). The following simple observation, for whose proof we refer to [4] , is the base of our investigations. Proposition 3.1 Let (3.1) be satisfied. Then the following are equivalent:
Given A ∈ MR p (J), we put
Using obvious modifications, it follows that
Furthermore, for α ∈ R + we set
Interval independence
The next lemma shows that maximal regularity does not depend on the (bounded) interval. Its statement is more precise since it gives uniform bounds which are important in the sequel. Given a map a : J → E and a number τ ∈ [0, T), we define a τ :
Lemma 4.1 There exists κ > 0 such that, given α > 0 and A ∈ MR p (J, α),
Then w ∈ W 
Hence we deduce from [1, Proposition III.1.4.2 and Lemma III.4.10.1] that
where c 1 and c 2 := c 1 c 0 are independent of y. Set
Then we infer from (3.1), (4.1), and
with c being independent of τ , y, and g. Consider the Cauchy probleṁ
, and
From this, (4.2), and (4.3) it follows that there exists κ > 0, being independent of τ , T , y, and g, such that
Moreover, from (4.5) we deduce that
This shows that A τ ∈ MR p (J T , κα) and proves the lemma. 2
Subordinate perturbations
In this section we consider the case where an operator, possessing maximal L p regularity, is additively perturbed by one which has slightly better mapping properties.
Lemma 5.1 Suppose that α > 0, and β : J → R + is continuous at zero and satisfies β(0) = 0. Then there exists γ := γ(α, β) such that A + B ∈ MR p (J, γ) whenever A ∈ MR p (J, α) and B satisfies (3.1) and
Proof. Suppose that A and B satisfy the above assumptions and (f, x) fulfills (3.3). Consider the Cauchy probleṁ
It follows that (5.1) is equivalent to
, and Lemma 4.1 implies
Hence there exists s ∈J such that KB L(W 1 p (Js)) ≤ 1/2. Consequently, (2.
Put σ(t) := t ∧ (T − t) for t ∈ J. Suppose that s < T and consider the Cauchy problemu
where x s := v 0 (s). Note that (2.5) implies
where c 0 is the norm of the injection map (2.5) for the interval J s . Now we infer from the preceding arguments that (5.3) has a unique L p (E 1 ) solution, v 1 , on J σ(s) , and
Define u 1 by u 1 (t) := v 0 (t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ s, and u 1 (t) := v 1 (t − s) for s ≤ t ≤ s + σ(s). Then u 1 is an L p (E 1 ) solution of (5.1) on 0, s + σ(s) . Moreover, we deduce from (5.2) and (5.5) that
By repeating this argument a finite number of times, if necessary, the assertion follows. 2
Now it is easy to prove a first perturbation result for maximal L p regularity.
Theorem 5.1 Suppose that α, β > 0 and p < r ≤ ∞. Then there exists γ > 0 such that A + B ∈ MR p (J, γ) whenever A ∈ MR p (J, α) and
, with c being independent of u, τ , and T . Hence E0) . Consequently, by Hölder's inequality,
where ε := 1/p − 1/r. Hence Lemma 5.1 implies the assertion. 2 The following proposition gives a sufficient condition for (5.7) to be satisfied. For this we recall that 
The autonomous case
We denote by C(E) the set of all closed linear operators in E. Then we set
where we identify A ∈ L(E 1 , E 0 ) with the constant map t → A. Moreover, given α > 0, 
Proof. This is a result of Dore [9] (see [1, Remark III.4.10.9 
Then, if A ∈ MR p , it follows that Kf = V f and U x = V (·)x for (f, x) satisfying (3.3).
Proof. This follows from [1, Theorem III.
Proof. This follows from (a) and [19] (also see [9] ).
2
Proof. If T < T, then this follows from Lemma 4.1. Otherwise we obtain the assertion by the extension argument of the last part of the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Given κ ≥ 1 and ω > 0, we denote by
where · j is the norm in E j . We also set
From [1, Theorem I.2.2] we know that
Proof. First observe that Remark 6.1(b) and (6.1) imply that for each A in MR p there exists α ≥ 1 such that A satisfies (6.2). Thus let α be fixed. Then we infer from B ≤ 1/2α and [1, Theorem I.1.
3.1] that A + B ∈ H(2α). This implies that
, and our assumptions imply that
follows from (2.1). 2
The main theorem
In the following basic perturbation theorem MR p is endowed with the topology induced by L(E 1 , E 0 ), of course.
it follows from the smoothness of the inversion map (2.2) that
Hence, by the compactness of J, there exists α > 0 such that A(τ ) ∈ MR p [α] for τ ∈ J. Thus we deduce from Lemma 4.1 that there exists κ > 0 such that 
From this and [1, Corollary I.1.4.3 and Lemma II.4.2.1] it follows that there is a constant c 0 such that
Hence [2, Lemma 3(i)] and Remark 6.1(c) guarantee the existence of a constant c 0 satisfying
and that the norm of this map is bounded by β. Then
Note that (7.1) and Lemma 4.1 guarantee the existence of a constant c 1 for which
From this, E ϑ,∞ → E 0 , (7.3), and (7.4) we infer
for τ ∈ [0, T) and T ∈J T−τ . Consequently, there exists T 0 ∈J such that
It is easily verified that R τ = (1 + B τ K A(τ ) ) −1 . (iv) By the uniform continuity of A there exists ε > 0 such that
Fix T ∈ (0, ε] and m ∈ N such that mT = T. Put τ j := jT and
Then, given f ∈ L p (J T , E 0 ), the Cauchy probleṁ
can be rewritten aṡ
Thus (7.9) has a unique solution u j ∈ W 1 p (J T ) and
From (7.1) we also infer that
Thus, given j ∈ {0, . . . , m},
, the unique solution of the Cauchy probleṁ
Now the continuation argument of the last part of the proof of Lemma 5.1 implies
(v) Lastly, the assertion follows from what has just been shown and Corollary 5.1. 2
The following proposition shows that, given a continuous map A, it is not more general to assume that A has maximal regularity than to presuppose that this is true for every constant operator A(τ ).
and it follows from
(2.1), and Lemma 4.1 that
Hence A(τ ) has the property of maximal L p regularity with respect to the interval J T . Now the assertion follows from Remark 6.1(e). has maximal L p regularity by constructing an evolution operator and by a rather complicated proof. Because of Remark 6.1(b) this is a special case of Theorem 7.1. The second main result of [17] , namely Theorem 3.1 therein, says the following: Let A satisfy (7.10) and suppose that B(t) ∈ L(E 1/q ,q , E 0 ) for some q ∈ [1, ∞), that B(·)x is measurable for each x ∈ E 1/q ,q , and that B(t) L(E 1/q ,q ,E0) ≤ β(t) for a.a. t ∈ J and some β ∈ L ρ (J), where q < ρ ≤ ∞. Then A + B ∈ MR p J, (E 1 , E 0 ) , provided p < ρ/q.
This assumption implies B ∈ L ρ J, L(E 1/q ,q , E 0 ) (7.11) (see [14, Theorems 3.5.3 and 3.5.5]). Furthermore, since the inequalities involving q and ρ are strict, by increasing q slightly we can, because of (2.4), replace E 1/q ,q by E 1/q ,∞ . Then, setting θ := 1/q , the perturbation theorem of Prüss and Schnaubelt guarantees that A + B has maximal L p regularity if 0 ≤ 1/ρ < (1 − θ)/p. This condition is stronger than our hypothesis 0 ≤ 1/ρ < (1 − θ) ∧ 1/p. Thus their perturbation theorem is a particular case of Theorem 7.1, whose proof is much easier than the one for Theorem 3.1 in [17] . It should be noted that Proposition 7.1 essentially coincides with Remark 2.6 of [17] , except that there it is already assumed that A(τ ) ∈ H(E 1 , E 0 ) for τ ∈ J.
(b) For maximal regularity results for nonautonomous equations with not necessarily constant domains we refer to [12] , [13] , and to [20] , where the latter author builds on R-boundedness results, however. In this connection we also mention [16] , where an analogue to Theorem 6.1 for R-boundedness is proved.
